
Instructions for Parts Books

The heading at the top of the page will be the same for the picture of the parts at it is for the page with the part
numbers.

Definition of column headings on part number pages:

REF.No  à The number refering to the part on the picture page of the parts book.

Part No. à The number assigned to this part at the time of printing the parts book.

Description àDiscription of part.

Q'ty à  Quanity of part used on that page.

S.No. à Serial number range of the equipment that this part will fit.
>=  Your serial number should be greater than or equal to the number shown.
<=  Your serial number should be lesser than or equal to the serial number shown.

I/C à Interchangeability of part shown.
ßßàà  The part shown will work for the older and later serial number.
#        The part shown is not interchangable with the other serial number.
ß new for old
à old for new

Remarks à Notes about this particulart part. Sometimes this may say except [FR] or [CA]

Note about Country Codes:
The parts books we use in the United States of America may also contain information about a part that would be
different in another country. It is important that you are aware of the country codes in some instances.

Symbol Country
A United States of America
CA Canada
FR France
GR Greece
PO Portugal
AU Australia

If the remarks column says for example EXCEPT [FR] this part works in all countries except France.
That means it will work here in the USA.

https://fastfixdb.com/viewer/?hid=5e32f00e2bbdd84f1b6bb37623dbcc44
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BASIC ENGINE

AIR INTAKE SYSTEM

EXHAUST SYSTEM

FUEL SYSTEM

COOLING SYSTEM

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

FRONT ATTACHMENTS

TRACK FRAME

SWIVEL FRAME

OPERATOR'S PLATFORM

ACCESSORIES



Thank you very much

for your reading.

Please click here

to get more information.
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